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Metatropolis | Abstract 
 

 
 
Diploma 16 continues its exploration of, and search for innovative and visionary design responses in Regenerative 
Architecture and urban formation addressing large scale infrastructure and extreme urbanization in our rapidly changing 
environment.  
 
Working with the largest urban expansion in Europe, we continue our design investigations and experiments of East 
London with a new emphasis of the Thames Estuary (alternative premises and theses within the unit theme are open for 
discussion with final year students).  
 
Can the design and materialization of architecture as both infrastructures and cities capacitate a positive ecological 
footprint exceeding the adverse environmental effects of construction and building operation? Is it also possible to do so 
without compromising design quality and sensibility and yet instill a sense of hope and optimism forged by new 
technology and human endeavour? 
 
Dip 16 firmly believes in the transformative capacity of architectural geometry and design technique, material, fabrication 
and production processes subjected to a rigorous design feedback mechanism. Dip 16 aspires for a holistic invention 
and ultimately innovation driven time-based architectural design, intrinsically linked to our natural environment. It is our 
objective to project regenerative architectural form and cities conceived and materialized for biotic systems (people, plant 
and animal life) by the modulation of abiotic systems (light, temperature, humidity, Co2 levels) set in the present or near 
future. 
 
METATROPOLIS searches for design novelty in architecture and cities based on the incidental parameters between 
urban expansion and large scale infrastructure where decentralized social organization and dense urban living as 
necessitated by our need to sustain our planet. The change in paradigm from sustainability to regenerative design 
requires new forms of architecture and urbanism. This ECOTOPIA of sorts, is associated to lean infrastructure, energy 
production, resource harvesting, waste management. This year METATROPOLIS is focusing on the investigation and 
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development of material, fabrication, production and construction processes as a driver in the pursuit of design 
projections, novelty, invention and in some cases innovation. 
 
Students are asked to develop their projects based on a comprehensive and critical understanding of environmental 
assessment and design methods, their key factors and formal consequences. The projects are developed from material, 
fabrication and production processes to urban prototypes tested on and adapted to a specific urban context. Students 
prepare and develop a formal research abstract and design thesis geared towards a final manifesto claiming vision, 
authorship, craftsmanship and technical proficiency. The design thesis is supported by consultancy, supporting 
documents, large scale models and a super scale singular composite drawings representing both artifacts, time based 
change and metabolism. The unit is also assisting students to develop their own design repertoire and communications 
skills based on generative and associative modeling techniques, environmental simulation and digital fabrication through 
a series of computation workshops.  
 
We expect individual student theses to be clearly positioned, individual and original, and revolve around the critical 
design relationship between novel material production, fabrication and construction processes, architecture and new 
urban living. We focus on design quality and sensibility of our living environment and formulate new creative architecture 
and proto-cities that anticipate a new regenerative future. The final manifestation is the design of a design proposition 
responding to the promise of regenerative design, a positive environmental impact and the hope for a sustained 
humanity and planet. 
 
Unit Staff 
  
Andrew Yau & Jonas Lundberg are members of Urban Future Organization, an international architectural practice and 
design research collaborative. UFO has won a number of international competitions, exhibited its work at the Venice and 
Beijing Biennales and was featured in 10X10 v2. Currently they are working on large-scale urban and architectural 
projects in Europe & the Far East. 
 
Dip16 is working with various consultants with expertise in innovative technologies, green industries, environmental & 
structural engineering, environmental assessments, urban strategies, development enterprises, central and local policies, 
and communities. 
 
www.dip16.net 
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Metatropolis | Thesis 
 
Regenerative Advance the Dip16 brief last year continued the exploration of cities as design projects in connections to 
infrastructures. Metatropolis on the other hand is interested in the density and diversity of the city that needs to be 
affected if we are going to be able to reduce our environmental impact. We believe that new forms of urban inhabitation 
is necessary 
 
This year we are looking at the city as an outcome of inhabitation and contextual constraints over time. We are more 
interested in the accidental and unexpected clashes that occurs when a city grows organically over time or when a formal 
urban design is juxtaposed or overlayed on an existing building fabric which needs to navigate a sea of contextual 
clashes a both with the built environment, natural environment and infrastructure as a more resilient model for 
regenerative urbanism. The city is seen more as an urban exquisite corpse when designer and architects need to 
mediate multi authorship, legislative and contextual constraints. 
 
 
 
“The high point of Functionalism is the concept of a house as a “machine for living in”. But the bias is towards a machine 
that acts as a tool serving the inhabitant. This notion will, I believe, be refined into the concept of an environment with 
which the inhabitant cooperates and in which he can externalize his mental process.” 
 
Gordon Pask, 1969, The Architectural Relevance of Cybernetics 
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Metatropolis | the Undertaking 
 
An overall unit calendar is handed out in the beginning of the autumn term and an initial draft is appended to the extended brief. The following outline and 
descriptions are guides. Fourth year students have a set brief related to London Thames Estuary and final year students have an urban situation to address 
transposable proposition from London Thames Estuary Experimentation in Term 1. Each student has to outline in their research abstract how they intend to 
be relating to the unit agenda and organisation. Dip16 is also open to conversations with students wishing to enter the unit with an already existing 
research interests relevant the unit agenda. 
 
Dip16 is encouraging diverse research agendas and formulating site selections within London Thames Estuary Area as a group critically relevant to the 
unit framework and is strongly encouraging to join our life experience unit trip in Arizona USA. This year Dip16 have a framework and theme for the 
development of the individual design briefs both for fourth and final year students in order to strengthen the relevance of the collective unit output. 
 
The following outline and descriptions of portfolio content is a guideline. Detail output will be discussed on individual bases during the course of the year. 
 

- All students must submit an individual formal design and research Abstract from the beginning of the autumn term outlining a proposed thesis and 
ideology. This abstract will be evolved continuously throughout the year serving as a critical appraisal and communication instrument. The Abstract 
should clearly identify the following: 1. Thesis; 2. Hypothesis; 3. Design Methodology; 4. Assessment Criteria; and 5. Anticipated Outcome and 
Dissemination. 
 

- All students must submit an individual series of Physical Constructs for the Future Living Prototype, the experimental ReGenerative 
Architectural [tectonic] Prototype, and the projective Future Metatropolis [Clusters] Formation in relationship to the unit framework. This 
Physical Constructs will be evolved continuously throughout the year for experimentation, testing and presentation. 
 

- All students must submit 1X Extra Large (1188 x 2520 tbc) MetaDrawing as a composite of your entire project, demonstrating with clarity of 1. The 
critique on future proof environmentally conscious living & design; 2. Feedback Mechanism in the work; 3. The intelligence of projective 
architectural material & tectonic technology; 4. The specificities of Micro and Macro parameters; 5. The ReGenerative blue print of the project; 6. 
The Future experience and sensibility in architecture and cities. 
 

- All students must prepare a Progress File, in a minimum 30 x 30 cm book format with clear structure and organization, including a table of content 
to curate the development of your ideas, concept, thesis and design development in details. This is the only record / portfolio of all your work from 
sketch to abolished design concept to unfinished drawings and models and final communication materials, with some form of structure and 
organization to be agreed prior final submission. This is a critical reflective and communication instrument required a great editorial effort. 
 

- All students must submit an individual Research File identifying their collaborators, affiliated research specialists, stakeholders and producers etc. 
This is also a record and a key communication of your Metatropolis proposals, tectonic and architectural production; urban, ecological [CREW] and 
contextual [SPEEC] research. 
 

- All students must prepare a 5 min Screen Presentation, a communication tool to organize the critical parameters and considerations of your work 
and allow a swift delivery of relevant information for any third party to understand framework and design decisions of your project. This is a critical 
devise for every mini review, jury, preview and final review. Please allow proper presentation scripts and annotation throughout presentation. 
 

- Fourth year students have a set programmatic brief of London Thames Estuary based Future Living Prototype and ReGenerative Architectural 
[tectonic] Prototype, leading towards a Infrastructure or ToD focused Future Metatropolis Prototype [in affiliation with changing climatic 
conditions, urban phenomenon, emerging infrastructure and socio-cultural evolution of the area];  and final year students will address an emerging 
form of London based Metatropolis Experimentation in Term1, and continue to develop on a London Thames Estuary site or transpose in a similar 
geo-climatic environment but with a different socio-cultural context. 
 

- Please find the overall unit calendar at the end of this document for your reference 
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Metatropolis | the Brief 
 
4th year students 
Future Living Prototype(s) and ReGenerative Metatropolis [London Thames Estuary] 
 
We explore the opportunity to speculate and conceptualise the future mode of regenerative living, and formulate a novel architectonic prototype(s) based on 
innovative materials production and technologies. The design experimentation this year is organised from small-scale human immediacy to infrastructural 
scale prototypical city clusters in an attempt to address the rapid changing urban environment and intensity. 
 
All 4th year students will develop their own research specific interests / ambitions in order to formulate Future Living and develop relevant ReGenerative 
Tectonics for a novel architectural prototype. We will investigate the critical relationship and feedback mechanism between Design and Geo-Climatic 
Environments, Socio-Cultural Ecology, as well as the targeted regenerative footprints in carbon, resource, energy and waste. Specific design interests, 
tectonic opportunity, and critical urban appropriation will be discussed and agreed on individual basis.  
 
Dip 16 conducts this experiment based on a critical review and analysis of ReGenerative design and strategies in relationship with Future Living and the 
formation of Future Cities in the area of London Thames Estuary. The critical thinking and agenda are also based on Buckminster Fuller’s series of Dymaxion 
Inventions*, the writing of Jeff Kipnis A Question of Qualities 2013; Prof. John Tillman Lyle Regenerative Design for Sustainable Development 1994; Sir 
Ebenezer Howard To-morrow: a Peaceful Path to Real Reform 1898, Felix Guattari The Three Ecologies 1989, Le Corbusier The City of To-morrow and Its 
Planning 1929, and William Morris Influence of Building Materials on Architecture 1891. We are aiming to put effective design and architectural production 
into test. It is the interest of Dip16 to take on the challenge of off-site manufacturing process in-situ assembly methodology, effective and efficient in material 
harvesting, construction, inhabitation and transportation within the co-evolution of a biome. 
 
The Future Living Prototype addresses the embedded carbon footprint, resource, energy and waste management [CREW] of a small-scale human habitat in 
relationship with its adjacent neighbourhood and micro-infrastructure; hence the congregation of a larger urban clusters as Metatropolis Prototype with 
inarguably the opportunity to go beyond carbon neutral towards regenerative contribution to macro-infrastructure and future cityscape. The critical projection 
is not only a model for, but also a model of the future. 
 
The project output is tested and evolved by assessing questions of ReGenerative specificities [LEED & BREEAM], Technologies, and Feedback Mechanism 
in relationship with rapid urban transformation and SPEEC, and the very manifestation in writing, physical modeling, meta-drawing and design decisions. 
 
 
5th year students 
Future Living Prototype(s) and ReGenerative Metatropolis [London Thames Estuary or matching location] 
 
We continue the Dip16’s ambition for the project(s) to be competing in UN Habitat Mass Housing Competition, Solar Decathlon, Holcim Awards, and may be 
also the qualification of a World Heritage Site (or RIBA Gold Medal for City) as part of the Regenerative Future specific to the innate morphology of emerging 
Living Prototype and corresponding City Formation in hyper-density environment and its immediate implications in demographics, economics and socio-
cultural ecology of an emerging populations; and project an unique design possibility from micro to macro regenerative infrastructures, and the relevant future 
formation in the changing urban environment of London Thames Estuary and similar geo-climatic cities. 
 
All 5th year students will formulate your interests and design abstract spring boarding from Term 1 conceptual experimentation on Future Living Prototype and 
sketch urban formation; and reflect your findings in your own site selection [London Thames Estuary or match geo-climatic location] and your own core 
regenerative interests with the intention to an innovative and regenerative Future Metatropolis Prototype(s), and their very relationship with micro & macro 
infrastructure. The thesis will address the cybernetic relationship between Living and Regenerative opportunities; tectonic design and technology in materials, 
production and construction; individual life style and local specificity and sensibility in both public and private domains. 
 
You will formulate your own brief [details to be agreed prior to Term 2] and design parameters within the framework of Dip16. It is encouraged to conduct 
your experimental project negotiating among individual novelty, the reality of production, tectonics, technical complexities, and critically the future of living and 
infrastructural urban development. 
 
The project output will be tested on specific regenerative urban model, carbon & energy rating, resource and waste management with specific future 
scenarios and/or the assessment criteria of LEED & BREEAM (with a critical view). 
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Metatropolis | the Organization 
 
Autumn Term 
 
Metatropolis 
Phase 1:  From Future Living to Novel Architecture [4 weeks] 
Phase 2:  Novel Architectural and Infrastructural Tectonics [5 weeks] 
Phase 3a:  CoEvolution of Future Living & Technology [3 weeks] 
 
 
“The high point of Functionalism is the concept of a house as a “machine for living in”. But the bias is towards 
a machine that acts as a tool serving the inhabitant. This notion will, I believe, be refined into the concept of 
an environment with which the inhabitant cooperates and in which he can externalize his mental process.”1 
 
 
Diploma 16 is aiming to formulate critical thinking and design repertoire towards environmental conscious 
ReGenerative tectonic design and Cybernetics [Feedback Mechanism] design relationship for Future Living 
from human scale immediacy to emerging urban intensity as new Metatropolis. We will investigate and 
speculate future mode of living and the architectural and tectonic design necessary to facilitate such 
inhabitation and spatial experience. We will start the year with a 4-week charrette of Physical Construct in 
1:20 scale, experimenting with some of the most pioneering ideas of regenerative living and its very design 
and novel tectonics.  
 
All students will investigate and formulate a regenerative mode of living for the near and distance future, and 
develop their design via physical modeling and drawing manifestation, hence formulate a new architectural 
conscience and design techniques towards a new architectural paradigm beyond an answer for sustainability 
and environmental adaptation. The students will investigate the assessment categories of sustainability 
criteria under LEED & BREEAM, and visit some of the eco-town experiments in UK during Phase 1. The 
result of these works are to be critically documented, assessed and discussed as the premises for 
developing individual urban sketches in next phase.  
 
Following the shift on contemporary environment conscious design and approach in architecture and cities, 
as well as the framework for Future Living generated from Phase 1, each student will formulate their own 
regenerative design ambition and agenda as well as design repertoire, from micro-infrastructure of individual 
living to macro-infrastructure that supports a community, and design a 1:500 sketch community proposal of a 
possible Evolutional Metatropolis. These works will address the considerations of Socio-Cultural Ecology of 
the emerging intensified urban environment, the design principles and feedback mechanism. All students will 
conduct possible environmental appraisal on their sketch cities under LEED & BREEAM in an attempt to rate 
the proposals in relationship to Future Living and the ecology of community formation as Metatropolis. The 
unit will visit London Thames Estuary area and conduct investigation and analysis of various strategic sites 
for possible regenerative experiment. The final site selection will be based on the result of the collective 
efforts. 
 
In the final stage of Term 1, Dip16 is planning to visit Paolo Soleri’s Arcosanti and the BioSphere 2 in 
Arizona, United States. All students will also revisit their sketch cities and conduct further experimentation on 
their proposals with critical regenerative strategies, site & geo-climatic specificities, innovative materiality, 
fabrication, production and construction, while their critique and design techniques are to be refined towards 
the production of a Regenerative Metatropolis, a physical model in 1:200 scale with relevant support 
drawings. 
 
We are expecting you will conduct your own research and initiate your own investigation regarding your own 
                                                
1 Gordon Pask, 1969, The Architectural Relevance of Cybernetics, p496 
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projects in parallel to this work. We will review your first Abstract in Week 3 and every other week afterward. 
We will also finalise the table of content of your book and the research framework for your own subject 
matters and collaboration consultancy at the end of week 9. Please all 5th year students prepare a TS5 
abstract for review at the end of week 9 as well [based on your interest on project, subject matter and 
technology in materials, tectonics, micro-infrastructure, architecture, macro-infrastructure and cities]. 
 
A series of computational workshops will be conducted in parallel to support all the students assimilating 
their findings with computational experimentation. We will emphasis the criticality of feedback mechanism in 
associative modeling and their affiliation with information and design decision in this initial stage of the year. 
 
 
Project Deliverables: 
 
Phase 1, 30x30cm template for the book will be circulated 

- Physical Construct 1 [1:20], Future Living Prototype sketches, 50 x 50 cm. 
- Meta-drawing(s): Future Living Prototype β, composite parameters, tectonic & micro-infrastructure 

experimentation 
- Progress Files including drawings, diagrams & appraisals - initial work in progress 
- Research Files cover Future Living, Regenerative, LEED & BREEAM categories, initial materials and tectonics 
-  

Phase 2 
- Physical Construct 2 [1:500], urban prototype sketches 20 x 20 cm 
- Meta-drawing(s): Evolutional Metatropolis Prototype β, design principles, socio-cultural ecology & macro-

infrastructure 
- Progress Files including drawings, diagrams & appraisals - initial work in progress 
- Research Files cover Future Cities, site info. & assessment, LEED & BREEAM appraisal, ecology of public 

domains 
-  

Phase 3a 
- Verbal & Screen Presentation 
- Physical Construct 3 [1:200], Metatropolis Prototype 1, 50 x 50 cm 
- Meta-drawing(s): Evolutional Metatropolis Prototype 1, design principles, socio-cultural ecology & macro-

infrastructure 
- Progress Files including drawings, diagrams & appraisals - work revision 
- Research Files cover Future Cities, site specificities, feedback mechanism, Arcosanti & Biosphere report 
-  
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Metatropolis | the Organization 
 
Winter Term / Spring Term 
Phase 3b:  [Re]Generative Modification: Strategies and Technology [4 weeks] 
Phase 4:  [Re]Generative Infrastructure, Communities and Cities [5 weeks] 
Preview: Presentation Rehearsal [2 weeks] 
Phase 5:  From Near Future to Projective Futures [6 weeks] 
Final Review: Presentation Rehearsal [2 weeks] 
 
 
“BIGNESS is no longer part of any issue. It exists; at most, it coexists. Its subtext is f*** context.”2 
- Rem Koolhaas 
 
First Reminder: Mass “Architecture is the masterly, correct & magnificent play of masses brought together in 
light.”3 
- Le Corbusier 
 
 
Let ReGenerative Design transforms our future with new form of tectonics and architecture, as well as new 
form of infrastructural cities, hence new form of Urban Living. In Diploma 16 we seek new design 
opportunities in regenerating our living environment, we project new possibility for the future, and we 
formulate new spatial experience with new archetype with innovative technology. 
 
Diploma 16 will continue our design experimentation on Future Living & Clustering Prototypes towards a 
Evolutional Metatropolis and we will put our design and propositions in test throughout Term 2. The students 
will reflect on their initial design works in Term 1 and reiterate their design with research information and 
speculative specificities beyond its individual former self. Following the feedback mechanism, we will 
hierarchically restructure the regenerative parameters for architecture and cities, and rearticulate the critical 
design drivers; the effect of context and geo-climatic specificities; the innovation in materials, production and 
construction; the ecology of social, economic and cultural premises; the appraisal of environmental 
assessments; and the strategic relationships with public domains.  
 
The students will conduct a series of modifications through customization and negotiation between micro and 
macro infrastructures between Future Living Prototype & Evolutional Metatropolis; and consolidate these 
feedback processes via physical and digital simulations and testing. The students will craft these design 
intelligences into the MetaDrawings as composites of complex loop of information and behaviours. We will 
speculate on future scenarios of London Thames Estuary area where density is shifting; geo-climatic 
specificities are changing; CREW4 and SPEEC5 are becoming more complex with the increasing population. 
These present very exciting and complex opportunities to put all the design proposals into test against 
speculation and allow us to re-iterate the complex relationship between Future Living, tectonic prototype, 
micro and macro infrastructures, and the formation of Metatropolis. We will conclude this stage of design 
development with trial final deliverables for Previews. 
 
In the attempt to formulate regenerative living, the students will refine the design of the Future Living 
Prototype [tectonics] and the future urban development of Metatropolis [strategies] engaging the rapid 
transformation and future changes in time in the final phase of the year. We will focus on the speculative 
evolution of Future Living, its tectonic prototypes, and the clustering of urban communities in time and the 
projective future. We will focus on consolidation and design reconciliation through all the deliverables 

                                                
2 OMA, Rem Koolhaas and Bruce Mau S, M, L, XL,  Monacelli Press, New York 1995, p. 494-516 
3 Le Corbusier Towards a new Architecture 1923 (Frederick Etchells 1986) p. 29 
4 Carbon, Resource, Enegry & Waste management 
5 Social, Political, Economic, Environmental & Cultural premises 
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including the Progress Files and Research Files as two volumes of organised book for Final Jury in late May. 
Diploma 16 will focus on the production of 1:20 critical tectonic prototype & 1:200 prototypical Metatropolis to 
exemplify the design ambition and technological interest of the design thesis throughout the Term 2 and 
Easter Break. It is essential for Dip 16 to articulate your technical interests as the underlining support to 
achieve the design ambition across different scale in material productions, architecture ad cities. Materiality 
and production is therefore core to the sensibility of experience, the effectiveness of the tectonic prototype, 
archetype, as well as the urban prototype. 
 
Diploma 16 will work with all students continuously to focus the core interest and agenda of each project in 
this final phase after Preview. All students are expected to draw final conclusion on their own version of 
Metatropolis and present a comprehensive design thesis with clear understandings and knowledge of the 
specific subject matters regarding Future Living, context and geo-climatic specificities, CREW and SPEEC, 
inhabitation and spatial experience, design techniques and feedback mechanism, architectural and urban 
morphologies, supported by critical manifestation, in Final Jury in late May. We will discuss targeted efforts 
attending any outstanding issues with the understanding that all design decision will have been finalised and 
most of work completed at this stage. We will emphasis the communication of the project and specific 
relationships between the three phases with selective works for necessary development. We will work with 
all students to customise final presentation, physical construct series, metadrawings, two volumes of 
Progress Files and Research Files. Much time will be spent on how to structure concise, effective, 
entertaining and exciting communication for your audience. 
 
Project Deliverables: 
Phase 3b 

- Physical Construct 4 [1:20] Future Living prototype 1, 50 x 50 cm. 
- Meta-drawing(s): Future Living Prototype 1, design thesis, tectonic & micro-infrastructure experimentation 
- Progress Files including drawings, diagrams & appraisals - testing & simulation 
- Research Files cover Future Living, Regenerative, production & construction appraisal, materials and tectonics 

R+D 
-  

Phase 4 
- Physical Construct 5 [1:200], Metatropolis Prototype 2, 50 x 50 cm 
- Meta-drawing(s): Evolutional Metatropolis Prototype 2, design thesis, socio-cultural ecology & macro-

infrastructure 
- Progress Files including drawings, diagrams & appraisals - testing & simulation 
- Research Files cover Future Cities, site info. & assessment, LEED & BREEAM appraisal, ecology of public 

domains 
 
Phase 5 

- Physical Construct 6 [1:20], Future Living prototype 2, 50 x 50 cm 
- Physical Construct 7 [1:200], Metatropolis Prototype 3, 50 x 50 cm 
- Meta-drawing(s): Future Living prototype 2 & Evolutional Metatropolis Prototype 3, design thesis, tectonics to 

socio-cultural ecology, micro-infrastructure to macro-infrastructure, affect, evolution and phasing 
- Progress Files including drawings, diagrams & appraisals - testing & simulation 
- Research Files cover Future Living & Metatropolis, site info. & assessment, LEED & BREEAM appraisal, 

materials & tectonic R+D, ecology of public domains, future projection 
- We will conclude the design work in Final Jury in 3rd week of May. 

 
Full anticipation and commitment are expected as well as your full corporation in preparing and dismantling the end of 
year exhibition until mid July.  
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Dip16 | Unit Context 
 
Dip16 continues its exploratory research into the affects of emerging environmental conscious design and its very production of 
architecture and cities. Some of the largest world cities are exposed to serious threats of massive demographic shift due to emerging or 
depleting natural resources, energy or economic opportunities, and / or environmental hazards. May be the earth will take care of itself, 
but human race will not and our habitat is no longer sustainable for us to continue the same way. 
 
125 square kilometres of central London is protected from tidal surges by the second largest movable flood barrier, the Thames 
Barrier.9 The Thames Barrier is around halfway through its designed lifespan. It was completed in 1982 and was designed to protect 
London from flooding until 2030 and beyond. The standard of protection it provides will gradually decline over time after 2030, from a 1 
in 1000 year event. Originally the barrier was designed with an allowance for sea level rise of 8mm per year until 2030 at the time of 
1970. This estimated premise is under threat over time due to 1. Climate change and rising sea level; 2. Aging of the current defence 
infrastructure; 3. More people living and working in the defended floodplain; and 4. the slow “tilting” of Britain (up in the north and west, 
and down in the south and east) caused by glacial isostacy. The Environmental Agency has speculated that “it may prove safer and 
more cost- beneficial to construct a new barrier further downstream at Long Reach before the end of the century (to become operational 
~2070)”10. This presents a great opportunity to revisit the growing developments in London Thames Estuary and their relationship with 
the river and relevant infrastructures on various levels, from catalysts opportunities of infrastructures to the new form of living of future 
communities as well as the identity of London Thames Estuary area. DIP16 investigates the cybernetics of regenerative urban 
expansion design and strategies, and infrastructural development and production processes; and the co-evolutional futures. 
 
The increasing global temperature is predicted to rise 2 to 4.8 degrees (Celsius) by 2100 according to special reports of IPCC 201311. 
New African sub continent aquifers are discovered last year (2012) at an estimated 0.66 million cubic meter volume, approximately 20 
times of the fresh water stored in African Lakes.12 It is reported that over 100 kilometres of Brazilian Northeast coast will become the 
biggest new oil frontier with 3 billion barrels capacity13. The biggest Brazilian oil company Petrobas announced that 243 000 
professionals would be trained by 2016 to serve the supply chain. The US government has estimated recoverable oil resources outside 
the US a total 335 to 345 billion barrels in June 2013.14 It is unprecedented with new diamond mine 7 times larger the current biggest 
mine in 
India and how this might affect the urban dynamics and emerging cities, let alone the over 500K ounces gold mines in Ireland 200 
meters below Monaghan. The emerging resources are contrasting the emerging risks. Greenland’s collapsing ice sheets will raise sea 
levels by 6-7m, flooding coasts and creating 100 million refugees. The melt water’s lower salinity could alter the Gulf Stream, triggering 
dramatic Northern European cooling.15 
 
New mass migration and demographics are the inevitable consequence leading to a plethora of side effects that will raise questions in 
our emerging frontiers and further human well beings, vulnerability and suffering. The Global Scenario Group’s (GSG) essay titled Great 
Transition: The Promise and Lure of the Times Ahead in which different values regarding the environment, human well-being, and global 
justice might lead to three different future scenarios - Conventional Worlds, Barbarization, and Great Transitions. The apocalyptic 
predicament of climate change as outlined by the Intergovernmental Panel for Climate Change (IPCC) and the global financial meltdown 
culminating with the collapse of Lehmann Brothers September 15, 2008 has fundamentally affected the role of building and architectural 
practice. Dip16 seeks to exploit these rapidly changing environmental, economic and cultural conditions as a springboard for an 
imaginative collaborative working models and innovative re-generative design and visionary aesthetic to emerge. After all these doom 
and gloom scenarios WHO say GREEN has to be BORING?  
 
We are not afraid and timid but are interested in the emergent design opportunities encapsulated in these emerging resources and 
cataclysmic events drawing inspiration from pioneer global thinking of Prof. John Tillman Lyle’s Regenerative Design for Sustainable 
Development 1994; Sir Ebenezer Howard’s To-morrow: a Peaceful Path to Real Reform 1898; Buckminster Fuller’s Dymaxion projects 
in 1920s and 30s; Conversation Theory of cybernetics of Gordon Pask from 1960s; and Wolf Hilbertz text Toward Cybertecture (1970) 
embracing a holistic ecological understanding and an opportunist and optimistic exploitation of technology as a way to coming to terms 
with our changing planet. 
 
A UN released Millennium Ecosystem Assessment in 2005 formulates an international synthesis of 24 ecosystems as summaries and 
guidelines for decision makers. The report emphasizes the opportunities for human well being in relationship with ecosystem services as 
“life support system” regarding eco-resilience and bio-capacity. Another UN resolution, A/RES/58/214, seeks reduced vulnerabilities to 
natural disasters and climatic change within the built environment [3] and challenges architects to propose designs as active agents 
within vulnerable physical, economic, social, and political contexts. These situational affects are most applicable in or around some of 
the largest cities where climatic hazards most certainly will cause mass starvation and ultimately migration. In a reciprocal methodology 
we explore architecture situated within these impending environmental conditions, speculating on how these shifting contexts impact 
proposals and in turn how the co-evolution of an architectural ecology might affect social, economic and political situations. 
 
The work developed during the first three years of the unit was in immediate response to the consequences of overpopulation such as 
extreme climate changes and resource depletion and the resulting vulnerability to natural disasters. With a focus on the navigation of 
these evolutionary parameters rather than the causes of the changes themselves, we have investigated the role of materiality and 
production in adapting organisations and agencies as an emerging network responding to these issues inside and outside of the 
discipline of architecture in the next three years. In formulating a visionary architecture and urbanism of people and affluence in urban 
context of new form of environmental, energy, resources and waste consciousness and the very architectural experience of new 
demographic co-evolution, Dip16 continues searching for architecture of cybernetics experimenting the complexity and communications 
among information, performance, experience and affects. 
 
 
Design research 
 
Dip16 is a unit primarily concerned with design based research sited within a complex context and parameter set. The research seeks 
innovation in computational technique, formal repertoire, tectonics or architectonics and organisations capable of coping with the 
contingencies of regenerative design and ecologic changes. It searches for an innovative meta-systemic thinking which is capable of 
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performing within a multiplicity of given contexts and situations. Our design research consists of investigations into in-formative and 
evolutionary design techniques which in exploiting parametric techniques develop rule-based meta-systemic conditions between 
architecture and the external and internal parameter sets that inform it. The unit research prompts: Lamarckian formal, environmental, 
cultural and economic evolution of design, simulations of temporal ‘aging’ in buildings and their ‘growth’ within their environments, and 
semi-predictive calculations of future contingencies based on the Global Scenario Group’s (GSG) essay titled Great Transition: The 
Promise and Lure of the Times Ahead in which different values regarding the environment, human well-being, and global justice might 
lead to three different future scenarios - Conventional Worlds, Barbarization, and Great Transitions. The investigation of contingencies 
further promotes designs capable of coping with a multiplicity of future conditions, rendering singular performances and components 
obsolete. In contrast to primitives we seek the investigation of indeterminate composites with the potential of co-possible organisations 
and behaviours. 
 
The unit’s ultimate intention is to understand the built environment within the complexity of temporal projections and how the shifting 
cultural perspective impacts the spaces we currently design. We do this by investigating the capacity of a series of computational 
methods and digital design and production techniques, encouraging a contextualized appropriation of tools and techniques. In simple 
words we base the selection of tools and techniques on the premise that one selects an appropriate tool depending on the purpose. We 
strive to formulate the Architectural response and proposition as series of reciprocal relationships where all variables and parameters 
have knock on effects on all others i.e. form cannot be separated from context, content, structure, manufacturing and production 
process forming the overall ecology of building. DIP16 has intended to instrumentalize the deployment of parametric design as an 
integral part of the overall design process as well as the project outcome. Although strategically positioned to address potent 
environmental issues, we strongly encourage design based research projects where the architects’ role surpasses political and strategic 
policy and engages spatial, temporal and organisation potentials. Although dealing with negatively charged content we aim to promote 
the optimism energy and creativity that arise from working on design in an experimental speculative and projective architectural 
discourse where risk and failure engenders an opportunity for novel design solutions to emerge. 
 
 
From Adaptive Architectural Ecologies and Cybernetic Insurgency to Regenerative Evolution 
 
Forging the experiment with the intensity of communications and feedback loops of economics and socio-cultural complexities within 
associative models in design and architectural production, the work of DIP16 is emerging from materials and production compositing 
and adaptations into the coherent but differentiated communications network of design and processes specifying the co-evolution of 
regenerative biome/resources/production and the well being of our community and individuals. Beyond the material interaction at 
different scales designed in composite material engineering, we are continuously looking for an articulation of the composite aspects of 
architectural elements; when structure infiltrates membranes and partitions, but remains legible to a certain extent, or when ventilation 
systems become responsive not only in regards to its technical performance, but also to its spatial effect. This formal approach is 
paralleled by the programmatic approach; we are looking for temporal and spatial interfaced programs, in analogy to composite 
materials being located in the intersection of other material families. 
 
This could mean the design of the interface between a research program and the public domain (research facility and exhibition space), 
a local context connected to global networks, or a temporary agency sharing space with long-term users (mitigation activities gradually 
changing to permanent commercial functions over time). In all cases, the shared area, as a programmatic intersection or interface 
between interests, should be carefully designed considering the influencing agendas for a future legacy. 
 
We believe that a cybernetic architecture not necessarily should be based on interaction, nor the dynamic capacity in traditional sense 
of flexibility, nor the complexity of endless adjustment from within. Following the experiments in adaptive ecologies, architectural spaces 
can be made more communicative co-evolution with conscious design in sustainable spatial effects and urban qualities, an articulated 
form and informational flow organisation, and an cybernetic strategies of individual creativity and design machine via adaptive 
technological interface. Our aim is to pursue architecture of intense experiences through formal variation, and material innovation, and 
contextual specificity. The challenge is to develop strategies for responding to the multiple agendas of emerging resources, biome 
specificity, new displacement cultural complexity, material innovation and the co-evolution with industry standards. 
 
A re-reading of historical and contemporary ecologies of production as well as biome-specific typology is therefore encouraged, with an 
understanding of their success or failure. Examples may come from very different contexts, inside and outside of the field of 
architecture, and the factors to be taken into account will be a combination of design refinement and social, cultural and economic 
performance. The Californian case study program meant to transform American post war industry to affordable housing, but resulted in 
a number of architecturally innovative but exclusive housing units in the LA area. The prefabricated housing developments around the 
world in the 60s have been considered being of less than acceptable quality, but are now being refurbished and turned into 
condominiums. 
Sir Norman Foster has recently re-mastered the Buckminster Fuller’s Dymaxion car of 1933. 
The projects developed should be deployable through the “cybernetic conversation” of technologies and biome specificity that we are 
investigating, but should acquire a unique identity that makes them useful for strategic communication, as prototypes in a new discourse 
between the different interests and phenomena we are approaching. The notion of the cybernetics and composite should also be 
present in the architectural organization of spaces, structures and partitions. This suggests a differentiation of architectural elements 
rather than a self-similar approach in which all are variations of the same. In analogy with composite materials, different architectural 
elements will bring different qualities and support each other. 
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Computational Technique - Compositing 
 
The digital revolution within architecture and the building industry can be seen to follow at least two distinct directions. 
 
The past 22 years has seen an interest in formal experimentation, often referred to as having experiential and performative effects, or 
even affects. The tools of choice have ranged from special effects animation software, to NURBS modelling tools and high-end 
parametric systems. The primary drivers have been the capacity for conceptualizing formal design, and physically fabricate innovative 
architectural solutions. In recent years this has been implemented in exceptional architectural achievements across the world, often with 
close collaboration between architects and structural engineers. 
 
The other line of development has followed a path of optimization, searching for more rational methods to manage all processes that are 
part of architectural production. A favourite concept has been the Building Information Model (BIM), a concept that covers geometry, 
spatial relationships, geographic information, quantities and properties as well as logistical information of all parts of a building project. 
More recent developments in this trajectory is also linked to industrial systems that regulate architectural design and production 
processes are formed, often featuring a version of the BIM principle, but also deploying organizational system such as Project Data 
Management (PDM), technical systems that manages and maintains project related data and tracks business processes. 
 
We will spring from the past years’ open exploration of parametric and computational techniques in the search for a more contextual and 
integrated mode of design, in which the rationality sought for in the industry, can meet formal, analytical and procedural experimentation 
across a range of seamlessly integrated scales managed via a building information model (BIM). 
 
 
Regenerative Formal Repertoire – Feedback Mechanism 
 
Dip16 introduces the idea of cybernetics as design feedback mechanism. The integration of different platforms of design development 
environments is in no way new, but frequently the ambition has been to find one overarching system that can encompass everything, or 
neutral information formats for exchange between multitudes of systems. The notion of design feedback mechanism suggests the 
conceptual integration of two or more systems (design or not) in co-evolutional dialogue. The evolution and modification between the 
systems may very well require to be designed specifically for the project being developed. 
 
An example of current design feedback mechanism is co-evolutional relationship in Transit oriented Developments [ToD] where urban 
community density is a relational factor with infrastructural implementation as influxes of population reshape the mode of transit and 
connectivity, and vice versa. The design of complex regenerative models depends on speculation, testing, and relevant assessment of 
these relationships. On tectonic and production level, the bi-directional principle of relaxation in structural form finding processes is a 
good example. An initial geometrical set-up is explored in an analytical structural package, in which step by step minute changes are 
performed and each iteration evolves and projects different structural capacity. The data generated and given is both input and output 
for the evolution of the next cycle, and optimal solutions (instead of maximum) can be found. 
 
Frequently, an initial formal model as a result from the architects must be converted to the various analytical processes, and continuous 
exchanges between the design environment and the performative optimization environment is scarce. This is more complex in the 
negotiation with CREW and SPEEC. There is an analogue equivalent of a similar optimum in structural form finding process: the 
catenary system. The hanging flexible chain used to find structural and formal equilibrium by Gaudi, Frei Otto and many others, is based 
on geometry and material physics, as the form of the chain is affected by gravity and material deformation, more complex systems of 
co-related chains need a designed configuration. 
 
In a similar way Dip16 is looking for the regenerative design as cybernetic systems. As part of the overall project development, students 
are encouraged to establish formal links between different development platforms. This may be between parametric design software 
and analytical tools, such as recent experiments with parametric modeller and computational tools; and analytical processes with 
simulation software, but could also be other less formal co-evolution dialogue such as between a design tool, and specific modes of 
fabrication and production towards a new urban community formation. We believe that the opportunities for regenerative design in 
various scales, through iterative and recursive development, with feedback mechanism between design and these environments, are 
crucial and must be considered carefully. As a model for operation in more complex situations, when the cybernetic systems include 
different organizations, and many individual interests, the agendas and intentions must also be part of this exchange. The all too familiar 
dichotomy of form and material expression vs. cost reduction and optimization should finally be laid to rest. 
 
 
Regenerative tectonic construct [Future Living Prototype] and urban system [Metatropolis] 
 
Dip 16 will refocus the starting point of design at human scale and the conventional anticipation of inhabitation via tectonic construct. On 
one hand, we will revisit the tectonic components, blocks, slabs, columns and beams, envelopes, frames, canopies, hard and soft 
surfaces, micro-infrastructures as well as the regenerative ecologies of materials, fabrication, production & construction; on the other 
hand we reformulate architectural and urban concepts such as public space, civic events, macro-infrastructures, and urban 
components, through history. In the search for regenerative opportunities we will investigate new architectural and tectonic taxonomy 
through means of inhabitation in future mode and spatial experience specificities beyond tradition; hence the ecology of street 
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inhabitations, civic and social engagements, as well as day to day living and working in intensified urban environment. We will formulate 
a new design relationships between future living and cityscape. 
 
 
Composite material, production and tectonics 
 
Through the taxonomy of materials specific ecologies in fabrication and production in the above urban and architectural proposition, 
DIP16 will explore the regenerative opportunities in material harvesting and production. Industrial tooling such as milling, folding, 
laminating, sewing, stacking, interlocking, hanging, injection moulding, compositing, extrusion, weaving, bundling etc. will be 
reassessed. Spatially and programmatically this will entail various degrees of articulation from the standardized low tech component to 
the highly articulated tectonic element, avoiding self similar repetition in favour for the diversity of the regenerative composite. 
 
Traditionally, composite materials are engineered and made from two or more constituent materials with significantly different physical 
or chemical properties and which remain separate. In fact, composite materials can be seen as existing in the intersection of all other 
material families. In these forms of composites there are normally two categories of materials: matrix and reinforcement. The matrix 
material surrounds and supports the reinforcement materials by maintaining their relative positions. In its application, the composite 
normally require to be formed to a formwork during the process of production. These composite materials are typically orthotropic, in the 
sense that their structural performance is different depending on the direction of the applied force. In building applications the most 
common variant would be reinforced concrete in all its instances. Other common variants include carbon fiber reinforced plastic and 
wood-plastic composites. Nano materials and biomimetic materials, engineered at a nano scale, are currently being developed, and 
many are actually composites by definition. 
 
Architectural component have been seen as consisting of a single material and performing a single function, the classical example being 
the brick. Aggregates of components may have allowed variation through different assembly, or through the agglomeration of different 
standard parts. The logical division of the component has in this sense been seen as the smallest part of manufacture. The act of 
modularization within industry involved finding new logics of compartmentalization of not only building parts, but also processes and 
systems. 
 
Dipl16 is looking for expansions of the concept of compositing in regards to materials, either towards a nano scale, in which material 
research may become an important reference in the search for new more intelligent material compounds, or towards an assembly scale, 
in which materials of performative capacities other than the matrix or reinforcement variants are deployed. This approach will employ not 
only material research, but also innovation in modes of production, and the design of processes and fabrication tools. In parallel, we are 
asking for a more intelligent approach to material performance, design and fabrication. This could be exemplified by phase change 
materials, material configuration such as the resin and polymer products developed by 3 Form of Panelite, or the fabrication of 
recombinable moulds for carbon-fibre casting. 
 
A new component may consist of multiple parts, be spatial, or systemic in the sense of an electrical power systems or electronic 
infrastructure. Dip16 is interested in composite material configurations that establish new logics and can incorporate structural 
members, spatial elements or digital systems into comprehensible and customized units. If repetition of form was the crucial mode of 
production before, today the conditions shaping components involve capacities for formal variation, production customization, logistics 
and long-term performance. The actual mechanisms used to produces composite components need to be planned as part of the design 
task of Dip16. They may operate on a micro or nano level, as in composite materials and alloys, at a scale of partitions or panels, or at a 
spatial scale as in volumetric elements. These mechanisms of production will also depend on organizational principles, and become part 
of new production ecologies that resonates with important historical programs such as the case study program in California, or the mass 
housing projects of the 70s. In this sense they face new conditions such as climate changes and new business models emerging as a 
response to this. 
 
Research into: 
- Materials (science) >> new solutions 
- Production (industry) >> new processes 
- Organization (non –profit organization) >> new venues 
 
 
Environmental context 
 
Overpopulation and its consequences of resource depletion, pollution, climate change, armed conflict and migration are putting the 
ecology of our planet under unprecedented pressure. Simultaneously the act of building however, is one of our planet’s largest polluting 
agents. A mere return to old habits, older technologies and vernacular techniques of building and conceiving space will not suffice in the 
face of the adversarial affects of over population and our increased vulnerability to our natural environment. Innovation in new materials, 
technology, fabrication and production techniques as well as ways of conceiving space offer novel ways of reducing waste, the carbon 
footprint and our dependency on fossil fuels. When building industries in industrial countries are preparing for the future, the primary 
concerns are based on market shares and increased costs, and environmental impact is considered primarily as a necessity directed by 
legislation or a way to achieve goodwill and market value. The industry is hereby responding to near-future predictions that do not take 
into account environmental changes nor new opportunities from material research, primarily due to risk management (in this case 
complete avoidance of risk taking), and choose to continue on well proven courses of business management. 
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Dip16 also looks at the ongoing debate in regards to the National Centre for Policy Analysis and their 278 - Living with Global Warming 
document. Looking at alternative or perhaps supplementary actions to the Kyoto Protocol’s approach of CO2 mitigation Dip16 adopts the 
alternative approach of adaptation. It is our interest to not only help reduce society’s vulnerability to the consequences of climatic 
change, but to help heighten architectural qualities of living within these new environments. 
 
Architecture is already well situated within predictive futures; designs often take just under a decade to be fully realised, once built the 
architecture then spans several decades, if not centuries. We are constantly designing and building for both current situations and future 
contingencies. Our research agenda is merely focusing this agenda in an area where the science of predictive forecasting is not only 
possible but currently being computed. It is quite possible that the scenarios within the unit will be the scenarios you, as a student, are 
actually dealing with once you establish your own practices probably within the next decade or so. It’s our responsibility as architects to 
ensure that our architecture and building ecology adapts to these impending environmental conditions. 
 
 
Environmental research framework 
 
Dip 16 continues setting out its research agenda in relation to the United Nations resolution, 58/214. RES/58/214’s main goal is to 
emphasize strategies of reduced vulnerability to natural disasters and their importance to sustainable development(s) in the face of 
climatic change. The places most immediately vulnerable to the consequences of natural disasters are often developing countries. It is 
in these places where scientific and technical knowledge must work to reduce vulnerabilities to natural disasters. However, as our world 
continues to change developed countries will also become increasingly vulnerable. Some of the places predicted to be impacted the 
most are in or around large dense populations where incoming or outgoing mass migrations will occur. 
 
 
Social, Political, Economic, Environmental & Cultural research framework 
 
Within software development open source principles is not only a way to share code for idealistic reasons, it is also turning into a proven 
business model.16 The number of international Non-governmental Organizations (NGOs), frequently associated with humanitarian 
issues, developmental aid and sustainable development, is estimated at 40,000 and they are increasingly recognizing the need for 
refined project management finding alternate routes to influence governments and corporate powers.17 Microcredit enabling 
impoverished people in developing countries to engage in self-employment projects is increasingly gaining credibility in the mainstream 
finance industry, the borrowers categorized as pre-bankable.18 

 
Material production must respond and adapt to the new conditions faced in the near future, but the organization and deployment of 
architecture is also active in the production of new lifestyles and cultural ecologies. The next decades will inevitably be a time of 
transition, forced through the economical control mechanisms devised by governments or trade organizations as well as being the result 
of emergent new cultures of multiplicities, introduced through mass migration, new habits in travel and new kinds of economies. 
 
 
Research consultancy 
 
Numerous old and new agencies are responding to actual effects of climate changes around the globe, often with short term solutions 
based on currently available resources and technologies. While these agencies are often able to respond quickly to new needs, they 
may not have the capacity to include innovation and long term sustainability in their projects. The work of Dip16 is aimed at supporting 
these agencies, and potential new ones, with an innovative approach that provides an agile and adaptive framework for operation. The 
purpose is here to allow new constellations of actors to emerge, and a new long term resistant and sustainable yet dynamic and 
responsive architecture to be deployed. 
 
Dip16 will continue its pursuit of architecture as an intense group activity. We will be seeking consultancies from all across the field that 
will form an integral part of the formulation of the architectural output. The architect’s role as lead designer of a design team is unique 
due to the fact that we operate as a generalist who must attempt to synthesise large amounts of information and attempting to have an 
overview of the overall process of design. This, we find, is very interesting because it allows us to be both speculative and projective 
without the burden of knowing anything in too much detail from the onset of a design project. It’s actually this level of ignorance that we 
attempt to hone in on us as the opportunity for unexpected solutions and proposals as the base for innovation. Every project will need 
experts both from within the building industry but also from other disciplines that can cross fertilize the rather conservative discourse of 
building. In relation to the UN’s documentation the unit has built up an extensive outline of adaptive responses to extreme phenomenon 
& vulnerable environments. Many of our projects from the past three years are situated somewhere within this outline. Below is a 
reduced excerpt from that outline which has been reworked and directed towards this year’s brief and the consequential effects and 
adaptations within potential climatic changes. 
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Dip16 | Definitions and Abstracts 
 
UNIT NOTES: DEFINITIONS AND ABSTRACTS 
The rise of new spatial, temporal and material organisations that can respond to a multiplicity of future contingencies opens potentially novel methodologies, 
techniques and design strategies. We will be discussing and running workshops related to the above categories and some of the following abstract 
thoughts. 
 
1. ADVANCES 
is to move forward; in this context towards the frontier of environmental conscious architecture and urbanism. The term implies action, action from 
architects, urbanists, designers, consultants and inhabitants. 
 
2. ARCHETYPE 
(from Greek archetypos, “original pattern”), in literary criticism, a primordial image, character, or pattern of circumstances that recurs throughout literature 
and thought consistently enough to be considered a universal concept or situation (Encyclopaedia Britannia) In architecture, Thomas Thiis-Evensen refers 
to the basic form as “first form” or “original model” as a basis for all later variations and combinations.19 
 
3. AUTOPOIESIS 
(from Greek α ὐτo- (auto-), meaning “self”, and ποίησις (poiesis), meaning “creation, production”) literally means “self-creation” and expresses a 
fundamental dialectic between structure mechanism and function. Autopoiesis was originally presented as a system description that was said to define and 
explain the nature of living systems. A canonical example of an autopoietic system is the biological cell. 
 
4. BINGO 
Business oriented International Non-Governmental Organization 
 
5. BIOMES 
are climatically and geographically defined as similar climatic conditions on the Earth, such as communities of plants, animals, and soil organisms,[1] and 
are often referred to as ecosystems. 
 
6. COMPOSITES and CO-POSSIBLES 
Composites derive a method of ‘chunking’ together smaller bits of components or elements into more advanced possibilities. Composite materials are 
engineered from two materials with different chemical or physical properties that remain intact after the composite procedure. Compositing in visual effects 
is the combining of visual elements from separate sources into single images, often to create the illusion that all those elements are parts of the same 
scene. In a normative architecture there is the material component, the detail, the wall section, the building section, all integrated to one another in order to 
achieve an overall architectural performance. The action of compositing requires design activities linked to systemic techniques and production, whether in 
the case of material engineering (such as nano-scale biomimetic principles or the matrix and reinforcement principles of reinforced concrete or carbon fibre 
reinforced polymers), visual effects (such as blue or green screen, background projection or matting techniques) or architecture (ranging from masonry 
techniques to differentiated structures and mass customized panels). The performance of the composite system operates beyond the level of the primitive 
within the ‘chunking’ of the individual elements as a result of the intelligence in its design. This suggests composite or co-possible characteristics, in which 
adaptive behaviour can emerge at several scale, ranging from structural performance to spatial organization. The composite/co-possible however is also 
semi-simultaneous. An example in the computer exists as an oscillating byte hovering between all 256 possibilities, appearing somewhat like 888 on a 
analogue-digital readout. Every cell in a body contains the DNA-coding necessary to become any specific type of cell. DNA-coding works not by individual 
switches but by chunks or composite arrangements of this code. Inherent then within a DNA strand are co-possibilities. 
 
7. CONJECTURAL ARCHITECTURAL PRACTICE 
Architectural and design practice based on an temporary or momentary conclusion formed on the basis of incomplete information. 
 
8. CYBERNETICS 
is the interdisciplinary study of the structure of regulatory systems. Cybernetics is closely related to information theory, control theory and systems theory, at 
least in its first-order form. In Architecture, Gordon Pask, a psychologist and cybernetician has developed Conversation Theory: is a cybernetic and dialectic 
framework that offers a scientific theory to explain how interactions lead to “construction of knowledge”, or, as Pask preferred “knowing” (wishing to 
preserve both the dynamic/kinetic quality, and the necessity for there to be a “knower”) 
 
9. ECOLOGICAL STOICHIOMETRY 
considers how the balance of energy and elements affect and are affected by organisms and their interactions in ecosystems. Ecological stoichiometry has 
a long history in ecology with early references to the constraints of mass balance made by Liebig, Lotka, and Redfield. This research area in ecology has 
recently gained momentum by explicitly linking the elemental physiology of organisms to the their food web interactions and ecosystem function 
 
10. ECOLOGIES OF PRODUCTION 
In certain points in history the ideas, skills and entrepreneurship of individuals or groups coincide with cultural influences, industrial interests or recent 
research discoveries, and ecologies of a specific nature emerges. In the field of architecture, this may be take the form of a characteristic practices in which 
design and production are intertwined and the mode of architectural practice is evolving. Ray and Charles Eames are perhaps the clearest example, with a 
practice of material and media research closely linked to fabrication and industrial production delivering a wide range of ideas and products influencing the 
way of life for millions. The case study program was an initiative that gathered a large group of previously unknown architects (including Charles Eames) in 
an effort to adapt the war industry of America to produce repeatable houses of architectural significance. Buckminster Fuller´s lifelong passion for 
technology and its performance, led to a number of discoveries and inventions within geometry, structure, production and energy management, and his 
inventions have influenced society on many levels. Konrad Wachsmann was a promoter of systems and networks, and he applied his ideas to prefabricated 
houses and aircraft hangars, as well as the spatial and process organization of architectural research. 
Contemporary equivalents to these phenomena are emerging, but in the near future we believe they have to interact with the issues presented in Dip16. 
Today, many firms are applying new technologies into their practices, potentially achieving similar modes of design and productions as these historical 
references. New York based SHoP architects are merging parametric thinking, fabrication and production innovation and business entrepreneurship in a 
way that allows them to deliver building that explore particular innovative issues while operating within the realm of the rational. Office dA in Boston has a 
production ranging from furniture to urban design and infrastructure, and frequently combines innovative structural and architectural solutions with 
adaptations of classical building techniques. Bernard Cache of Objectile has been seminal in the definition the non standard of architectural production, 
both as a theoretical concept and as an instrumental mode of production within his own practice. 
 
11. ECOSYSTEM MODELS 
are formed by combining known ecological relations (e.g. the relation of sunlight and water availability to photosynthetic rate, or the relation between 
predator and prey populations) with data gathered from field observations. These model systems are then studied in order to make predictions about the 
dynamics of the real system. 
 
12. FABRICATION VS PRODUCTION 
Fabrication implies the creation of something new, and potentially something fictional. It is used as the act of exploring and defining new formal properties, 
through digital and physical manifestations. The means used are employed to achieve maximum effect in formal performance, but may not be applicable to 
rational serial or mass-customized production, even though these means and methods often coincide. Production relates to the issues of rational 
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reproduction, to be implemented more or less with contemporary praxis as a constraint rather than a driver. There is no clear border between the two 
concepts, but rather mediation. While principles for fabrication may be a driver when designing a formal variation, a later development can rely on 
production principles as constraints, looking for rational means to reproduce the particular variations on a larger scale. We will continue investigating 
industrial techniques in collaborators with digital fabricators and producers that intend to reduce this divide when means of fabrication become the future 
production opportunities. 
 
13. HOLON (free from Wikipedia) 
A holon (Greek: ὅλον, holon neuter form of ὅλος, holos “whole”) is something that is simultaneously a whole and a part. The word was coined by Arthur 
Koestler in his book The Ghost in the Machine (1967, p. 48). Koestler was compelled by two observations in proposing the notion of the holon. The first 
observation was influenced by Nobel Prize winner Herbert Simon’s parable of the two watchmakers, wherein Simon concludes that complex systems will 
evolve from simple systems much more rapidly if there are stable intermediate forms present in that evolutionary process than if they are not present. The 
second observation was made by Koestler himself in his analysis of hierarchies and stable intermediate forms in both living organisms and social 
organizations. He concluded that, although it is easy to identify sub-wholes or parts, wholes and parts in an absolute sense do not exist anywhere. Koestler 
proposed the word holon to describe the hybrid nature of sub-wholes and parts within in vivo systems. From this perspective, holons exist simultaneously 
as self-contained wholes in relation to their sub-ordinate parts, and dependent parts when considered from the inverse direction. 
 
14. HOMEOSTASIS 
from Greek: ὅµοιος, hómoios, “similar” and στάσις, stásis, “standing still”; defined by Claude Bernard and later by Walter Bradford Cannon in 1926, 1929 & 
1932) is the property of a system, either open or closed, that regulates its internal environment and tends to maintain a stable, constant condition. Typically 
used to refer to a living organism, the concept came from that of milieu interieur that was created by Claude Bernard & published in 1865. Multiple dynamic 
equilibrium adjustment & regulation mechanisms make homeostasis possible. 
 
15. INFRASTRUCTURAL URBANISM 
The relevance of infrastructures for urban design is to be perceived as something that complements conventional architectural urbanism and the more 
recent concept of landscape urbanism.20 Here DIP16 also refers to the theoretical basis introduced by Stan Allen in 1996. 
 
16. METATROPOLIS 
the term Metatropolis is to emphasis the nature of “systems of systems” that integrates ecology and urban design (by Brian McGrath  and S. T. A. Pickett) 
in relationship to the complex ecology of Metacity, a term was introduced by UN-HABITAT to designate hyper cities of over twenty million people after 
metropolis (10 million), megacity or hypercity (20 million). It is not limited to large urban agglomerations, but rather refers to the proliferation of new forms of 
urbanization, each with distinct ecological and social attributes. 
 
17. RECURSIVE PROTOTYPING AND LAMARCKIAN EVOLUTIONS 
Recursion entails processes that repeat actions in a self-similar way. Within computer science it is a method of defining functions in which the function 
being defined is applied within its own definition. It suggests an evolutionary way of working, in which a problem can be compartmentalized and studied 
iteratively, without breaking an overarching line of development. The feedback involved is conceptually be related to the idea of Lamarckian evolutions, that 
argue for an informed evolutionary feedback system, rather than just the mutational accidents of natural selection. In Lamarckian evolution there is a 
parental ‘passing of learned traits’ to their off spring. The importance is here threefold: 1. the relative speed of species evolution, 2. the importance of 
cultural/environmental contexts onto the immediacy of evolutionary change and 3. in relation to design, the relationship between the generative (mutational) 
and the parametric (Lamarckian learning). In the work of Dip16, the prototype is considered an object of continuous investigation, initiated early on in the 
process. It can co-exist in and shift between multiple media, and resembles a transitionary device, in the sense that it instigates change and development. 
An important aspect is its deformability; it can operate to a certain degree, but it must also be adjustable and refinable. We are not interested the prototype 
in the classical sense of forerunner, role model or template, but rather in its performative capacity to promote innovation (as outlined by Michael Schrage of 
MIT21) and as technical and material mediator (as suggested by Foreign Office Architects22). When incorporating new production technologies, the prototype 
allows a direct link between the design stage and production, enabling a mode of operation that has been detached from the architectural profession for a 
long time. When we construct an analogue or digital prototypical model of a system and begin to stress and deform this, we build the results of that stress 
into the next subsequent model exercising recursive and Lamarckian processes. The model can only be stressed within the parameters of its system but 
the offspring of that model can further advance the particular constraints. Advancements will occur two ways: by accident and selection or by informed 
evolution. As we are interested in the co-evolution of environments, production ecologies and designs we are interested in developing a more systematic 
method of a recursive Lamarckian-type evolution. 
 
18. REGENERATIVE DESIGN 
means replacing the present linear system of throughput flows with cyclical flows at sources, consumption centers, and sinks. …provides for continuous 
replacement through its own functional processes, of the energy and materials used in its operation. …provides virtually unlimited opportunities for 
invention and devising varied ways of combining elements.23 
 
19. REMEDIATION 
Remediation is a continuous exchange between different media, which affects both an older and newer one. In the representation of one media in another, 
an older medium might be highlighted and represented uncritically in digital form, as in the case of making collections of historical texts or images available 
to the public. Immediacy is a principle of remediation in which the medium in itself becomes transparent, making the viewer forget that the experience is 
mediated by being completely immersed. Hypermediacy on the other hand is defined as making the use of multiple media obvious, often with annotation or 
collages of simultaneous representations, allowing for understanding rather than experience.24 The inscription technologies used to produce text can make 
writing and materiality come together (as in the form of printing presses and computers), but the structures that make the materiality of the texts visible and 
addressable by a reader can still be traced.25 Comparing the presence of inscription technologies in literature to the instrumental modes of representation 
within architecture, it is important to note how these are operational, through the drawing, the model and projection. They imply an active, transitative 
condition, negotiating the gap between ideas and material, allowing the architect to transform reality by indirect means. In a way, they have always included 
aspects of remediation through the translations between drawing and building, although the critical approach to these tools of the trade may have been 
weak. While architectural notational systems were developed to allow collaboration in the building of complex projects, they also establish the design 
environments and protocols that allow multiple authors to participate in the design. The act of remediation in architectural design is further developed with 
the introduction of multiple prototypes that operate in parallel, requiring a transfer of information between different media such as digital surface modelling, 
parametric design models, behavioural simulation software and physical prototyping. The interfaces between these prototypes, or the different disciplines 
sharing a Building Information Model, may have to operate both on a level of immersion (experiencing the proposal or parts of it) and hypermediacy (to a 
certain extent understanding the conditions and prerequisites of a particular solution). A well-developed interface for a parametric system as part of a 
prototype may shift between data-driven hyper mediated elements such as spreadsheets of data and design environments where experiential effects are an 
important part of the parametric set-up. 
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20. TECHNO-UTOPIANISM (free from Wikipedia) 
Technological utopianism (often called techno-utopianism or technoutopianism) refers to any ideology based on the belief that advances in science and 
technology will eventually bring about a utopia, or at least help to fulfill one or another utopian ideal. 
According to Bill Reed of Integrative Design Collaborative, 

- “Regeneration is a process of engagement with the purpose of healing living systems (humans and ‘nature’) and birthing a new spirit to 
consciously participate in expanding the healing process. It does this in a way that enriches the possibilities for greater diversity living 
relationships.” 

- “If a deeper potential for living relationships is not part of the story then it isn’t regeneration … there needs to be a process that helps 
participants experience the whole system they are part of.” 

- “It isn’t sustainable unless the participants in a place, building, etc. are engaged in evolving (self organizing around) the process of a healthy, 
evolutionary trajectory of life.” This is the cycling process that self-organizing entities engage in. A spiral of increasing richness and diversity in 
support of the whole (autopoeisis). 
- This requires feedback and an organization to receive and act on this feedback. 
- The design process needs to set up the process of continuing this journey going forward. Jamie Lerner did this in Curitiba. We set up a 

Core Team to hold and do this. 
 
21. TRANSIT ORIENTED DEVELOPMENT [ToD] 
is a planning & design trend that seeks to create compact, mixed-use, pedestrian-oriented communities located around new or existing public transit 
stations, as defined by PolicyLink a national research & action institute. Transit Oriented Development refers to residential and Commercial Centers 
designed to maximize access by Transit & Nonmotorized transportation, and with other features to Encourage Transit Ridership. A typical TOD has a rail or 
bus station at its center, surrounded by relatively high-density development, with progressively lowerdensity spreading outwards one-quarter to one-half 
mile, which represents pedestrian scale distances. It includes these design features (Renne, 2009): 

- The neighborhood is designed for Cycling and Walking, with adequate facilities and attractive street conditions. 
- Streets have good Connectivity and Traffic Calming features to control vehicle traffic speeds. 
- Mixed-use development that includes shops, schools and other public services, and a variety of housing types and prices, within each 

neighborhood. 
- Parking Management to reduce the amount of land devoted to parking compared with conventional development, and to take advantage of the 

parking cost savings associated with reduced automobile use (NJDOT, 2007). 
- Transit Stops and Stations that are convenient, comfortable and Secure, with features such as comfortable waiting areas, venders selling 

refreshments and periodicals, washrooms, Wayfinding and Multi-Modal Navigation Tools.26 
 
22. URBAN AUTOPOIETICS 
The theory of autopoietic systems (Maturana and Varela, 1980), and in particular reference to the process of co-determination and co-evolution between 
environment and organism, highlights the way in which a system can subordinate its own changes to the conservation of the invariability of structural 
organization, drawing a sense of identity from difference between itself and its context.27 
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